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EPOCH Cooperate with MEAN WELL on the LED Replacement 

Program to Illuminate the Countryside Orphanage

Date: Apr. 12nd 2022 

By: Elyse Li / Brand Center 

elyse@meanwell.com

To exert corporate influence and contribute to society, since 2020, the MEAN 

WELL Foundation initiated the "LED replacement for orphanage program", 

selecting the LED panel light from EPOCH, the Powered By MEAN WELL (PBM) 

partners, as the main energy-saving products. 

MEAN WELL, and EPOCH have been cooperating for more than ten years. 

EPOCH's LED lamps are 100% Made in Taiwan. The LED panel lights have been 

rewarded with many international design awards, which can be seen in many 

valuable enterprises and public utilities. EPOCH knows that the LED drivers are 

as significant as LED lamps, which is also why they chose to cooperate with 

MEAN WELL in the long term. The MEAN WELL power supplies fully support 

EPOCH to provide reliable, high quality, energy-efficient and bright LED lighting 

products! 
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In this program, we replace the light bulb with an energy-saving efficient LED 

panel light, which assists the social welfare organization in obtaining the goals of 

energy saving, carbon reduction, and social welfare. It also helps orphanages 

greatly reduce electricity and save children from light pollution. Many thanks to 

EPOCH; in 2020, we replaced 1679 lamps in 11 organizations. MEAN WELL will 

corporate with more PBM partners and keep contributing to society! 

 Powered by MEAN WELL Client Testimonial: Epoch: LINK

 Hsinchu Railway Station, Renovation of A Century-old Historical Site: LINK

MEAN WELL Foundation replaced the light bulb with energy-saving efficient LED 

lights in St. Teresa Children's Center, saving children from light pollution. 
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